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Previous Method
Manual marking of position of the buttons/buttonholes on the garment or by positioning 

the garment against a registration mark or gauge at the end of the fabric.  Operation is 

repeated until all buttons or buttonholes are set.

Previous Problem
Time taken to mark buttons/buttonholes and sewing as two separate operations.

Quality rejects; an index mark at the side of the edge of the fabric can create a skewed view 

and buttons can be off-set in both x and y axis/directions.

LaserLyte Solution

A laser line with a dot in the middle is used.  The line will give instant visual indication if the 

operation is feeding the t-shirt front to the machine in a straight line and is therefore parallel 

with the edge of the fabric and/or in the line with the stripes.  When the dot projects on the 

last button/buttonholes the garment is in the position to sew the next.

LaserLyte Benefits
Time saved if marking was being used.  Accuracy if buttons were not precisely in a straight 

line.  Adjusting the setting for distance between the button/buttonholes is quick and easy.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte Mounting Kit and Brackets

Tools Required Allen key and Philips screwdriver.

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V5VLL+D - Standard Power, Variable Line Length + Dot     

Brackets: As required for individual machines

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Time taken to manually mark and then sew in two operations, less time taken when align-

ment using laser and sewing is combined in one operation.

Less reductions in rejects.

Application:  Positioning of Buttons and Buttonholes 
at regular distance; e.g. on a striped shirt

Without Laser Alignment With LaserLyte

Misaligned buttonholes Perfectly aligned 
buttonholes



Previous Method Manual Positioning by eye.

Previous Problem
The operator was unable to consistently position so that the stitching pattern overlapped 

the parallel waistband stitching without occasionally being askew on the x and y axis/

direction.

LaserLyte Solution
One short line laser is used.  The waistband is positioned so that the laser line of stitching on 

the waistband ensuring that the waistband is not skewed.

LaserLyte Benefits
Loading time is reduced.  Accuracy is increased.  Stitching is always correctly positioned to 

cover the previous parallel lines on the edge of the waistband.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte Mounting Kit.

Tools Required Philips screwdriver and Allen Key.

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V5VLL - Standard Power, Variable Line Length

Brackets: As required for individual machines

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Time taken previously in loading operation, less time taken now, multiplied by number of 

garments plus reduced rejects.

Application:  Waistband End Finishing on Jeans

Without Laser Alignment With LaserLyte



Application:  Placement of Rivets/Fasteners

Previous Method
Manual positioning by eye or a white cross hair used.  Occasionally a pre-marking operation 

is required where the position of the rivet or fastener is remote from obvious alignment 

indications, e.g. corners or ends

Previous Problem

Inevitable inaccuracies when guesswork is used by inexperienced or casual operators.

White lights are too large to be positioned directly over the work and project from oblique 

angle.  The projection is further from the centre point the higher the ply is.  Set up is time 

consuming and light bulbs fail regularly.

LaserLyte Solution A dot/point projection is mounted almost directly beside the machine head.

LaserLyte Benefits
The laser is an intense dot, highly visible even on dark fabrics.  Regardless of the height of 

the ply the laser projection always indicates the exact same position the machine will place 

the rivet.  Total reliability means never having to re-position the laser.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte Mounting Kit and Brackets

Tools Required Allen key and Philips screwdriver.

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V5D - Standard Power, Dot

Brackets: As required for individual machines

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Time taken previously per garment less time taken now multiplied by number of garments 

sewn.  Plus time taken to set-up lights after bulb failure.

Without Laser Alignment With LaserLyte

Misaligned rivet Perfectly aligned rivet 
using dot laser



Application:  Placement of Bar Tack

Previous Method This operation is either carried out by guess-work or a gauge is used for smaller parts.

Previous Problem

Inevitable inaccuracies when guesswork is used by inexperienced or casual operators.

On thick layers of fabric is not easy to see where the tack will be.  The operator will lower the 

machine foot to see if they are in position and may need to raise it to move the garment and 

repeat the process.

LaserLyte Solution
A dot/point projection laser is mounted almost directly beside the machine head.  The bar 

projection indicates to the operator exactly where the machine will position the bar tack.  

The laser can be focussed to project a bar shape.

LaserLyte Benefits

Laser is intense light, highly visible even on dark fabrics.  Regardless of the height of the 

ply the laser projection always indicates the exact position the machine will place the rivet.  

The operator does not need to lower and raise the foot to see where the tack will be placed 

saving time.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte mounting kit

Tools Required Philips screwdriver and Allen key

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V5D - Standard Power, Dot

Brackets: As required for individual machines

Focussing tool

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Time taken previously per garment less time taken now multiplied by number of garments 

sewn.

Less reduction on rejects.

Without Laser Alignment With LaserLyte



Application:  Positioning of Jackets for Pressing

Previous Method
Traditionally white cross-hair lights are used to assist the operator to position the garments 

for pressing.

Previous Problem
Lack of visibility on dark fabrics.  Reliability and longevity of bulbs.  Projections available are 

only small crosses.

LaserLyte Solution Dots, crosses and lines of lasers as required.

LaserLyte Benefits

- Lasers are highly visible in all circumstances and can be positioned well out out of the 

working area.

- They can be positioned directly over the garment or at oblique angles greater flexibility for 

mounting

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte Mounting Kit and Brackets

Tools Required Allen key and Philips screwdriver.

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V5D - Standard Power, Dot, V5RXL Standard Power, Variable Cross

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Reduced maintenance costs.



Application:  Alignment of Garment in Hoop for 
Embroidery

Previous Method
Garment were either individually marked, guesswork was used or pins projecting through 

the fabric helped the operator locate the correct position.

Previous Problem
For individual marking a lot of additional preparation time was required.  With other 

methods the operator needed to move the garment after locating the pin each time.

LaserLyte Solution
Lasers are chosen according to individual preference.  Bright Power V3VLL or V3RXL lasers 

are popular because this offers the degree of visibility required each of these lasers offers 

two reference points; horizontal and vertical.

LaserLyte Benefits
Instant recognition of exactly where the garment in relation to the laser giving quick 

positioning.  Reduction in time as marking would be a separate and additional operation.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte mounting kit.

Tools Required Philips screwdriver and Allen key

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V3VLL - Bright Power, Variable Line Length, V3RXL - Bright Power, Rotating Crossed 

Lines 

Brackets: As required for individual machines

Focussing tool

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Time taken previously per garment less time taken now multiplied by number of garments 

sewn.

Less reduction on rejects.



Application:  Spreading of Check and Striped Fabric 
and Small Parts

Previous Method
The manual or automatic spreading of fabric, and blocking of small parts, was done on a 

traditional pinning table.  The addition of lasers to the table can dramatically speed up this 

operation and offers excellent visual evaluation/inspection of the skew of the fabric.

Previous Problem
Operators had to lower and raise the fabric until the pins appeared in the correct position.  

This could take several attempts.  Unless pins were used throughout the fabric area the 

skew on the fabric was not recognised.

LaserLyte Solution

By using lines of laser on the x and y axis, or as required, the operator is able to see exactly 

where the fabric is in relation to the pins at all times; only one positioning/spreading 

movement is required.  In cases where the fabric is only pinned to position it correctly the 

lasers can be used on their own.  In furnishing fabric applications the centre of the pattern 

can be identified to ensure straight lines and correct alignment of the pattern from the 

centre towards the outside.

LaserLyte Benefits Time is saved, accuracy mounting kits from an overhead fixture.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte mounting kits from an overhead fixture.

Tools Required Allen wrench and Philips screwdiver.

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V1VLL, Ultra Bright Laser, Variable Line Length,

V1RXL, Ultra Bright Laser, Rotating Crossed Lines

Brackets: As required for individual machines

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Times saved during spreading, potential costs saved where faulty fabric is identified.  

Reduction in costs if it isn’t necessary to  use a pinning table.



Application:  Manual Patch Pocket Setting

Previous Method
Operator aligns pocket on garment panels through the use of Punch, Chalk, Black Light, 

Table Tape / Marks

Previous Problem
Set-up time, handling time, inaccuracy due to mis-alignment by the pocket set operator or 

the hole punch operator.

LaserLyte Solution

Uses 2 x V3VLL or 2 x V3RXL lasers.

- First step is to create a template for each style which includes grading.  Each style is 

represented, via magic marker dot, on the table top for both left and right sides.

- 1st laser is used to indicate zero (needle entry) point and remains in one position.

- 2nd laser is used to indicate registration (position) of panel.  The 2nd laser position is 

adjusted from dot to dot according to style or size being sewn.

LaserLyte Benefits
Speed, accuracy, quality, reduced waste, reduced handling time.  Save the cost of 

automation.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard LaserLyte mounting kit.

Brackets: As required for individual machines

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V3VLL, Bright Power Laser, Variable Line Length,

V3RXL, Bright Power Laser, Rotating Crossed Lines

Focussing Tool

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Times saved during spreading, potential costs saved where faulty fabric is identified.  

Reduction in costs if it isn’t necessary to  use a pinning table.

Without Laser Alignment With LaserLyte

Misaligned 
pocket

Perfectly aligned pocket 
using cross laser



Application:  Screen Printing; Positioning of Cut 
Parts/Garments on pallet.

Previous Method Pallets individually marked with tape or marker.

Previous Problem Time required to mark each pallet and to remove markings.

LaserLyte Solution
The laser is positioned over the pallet and used to identify reference points on the edge or 

loading within the garment or cut part.  Each loading operation is identical and therefore 

does not involve the preparation of each pallet.

LaserLyte Benefits
Time is saved during set up.  The laser need only be positioned once and then each garment 

can be perfectly placed.

Installation/
Mounting

Standard Mounting Kit.  Additionally the laser must be attached to the ceiling, floor to wall of 

the pallets and the loading operator.  Overhead positioning is the most popular.

Tools Required Philips screwdriver and Allen wrench

System 
Configuration

Power Supply: PS-1 (1 Outlet) or PS-4 (4 Outlet)

Laser: V5VLL, Standard Power Laser, Variable Line Length,

V5RXL, Standard Power Laser, Rotating Crossed Lines

Brackets: As required for individual machines

Return on 
Investment Payback 
Period

Time taken to previously mark each pallet during set up, and to remove previous marking, 

less time taken to swivel laser into precise position once
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